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‘Alarm sounded’, nations urged 
to act at UN climate conference

Impending environmental disaster still ringing
KATOWICE: With the direst warnings yet of impending
environmental disaster still ringing in their ears, repre-
sentatives from nearly 200 nations gather yesterday in
Poland to firm up their plan to prevent catastrophic cli-
mate change. The UN climate summit comes at a crucial
juncture in mankind’s response to planetary warming.
The smaller, poorer nations that will bare its devastating
brunt are pushing for richer states to make good on the
promises they made in the 2015 Paris agreement. In
Paris three years ago, countries committed to limit glob-
al temperature rises to well below two degrees Celsius
(3.6 degrees Fahrenheit), and to the safer cap of 1.5C if
at all possible. 

But with only a single degree Celsius of warming so far,
the world has already seen a crescendo of deadly wildfires,
heatwaves and hurricanes made more destructive by rising
seas. Johan Rockstrom, designated director of the Potsdam
Institute for Climate Impact Research, said the talks in the
Silesian mining city of Katowice were crucial in nailing
down how the Paris promises will work in practice.
Delegates at the COP24 talks “cannot and will not discuss
if governments worldwide must achieve rapid greenhouse
gas emission reductions to limit climate risks-but how they
can do this,” he said.

In Katowice, nations must agree to a rulebook palat-
able to all 183 states who have ratified the Paris deal.  This
is far from a given: the dust is still settling from US
President Donald Trump’s decision to ditch the Paris
accord. G20 leaders on Saturday agreed a final commu-
nique after their summit in Buenos Aires, declaring that the
Paris Agreement was “irreversible”. But it said the US
“reiterates its decision to withdraw” from the landmark
accord. Even solid progress in Katowice on the Paris goals

may not be enough to prevent runaway global warming, as
a series of major climate reports have outlined. 

‘Failure will be catastrophic’ 
Just this week, the UN’s environment program said the

voluntary national contributions agreed in Paris would
have to triple if the world was to cap global warming
below 2C. For 1.5C, they must increase fivefold. A group of
over 90 independent climate scientists in October said
fossil fuel use must be slashed by half in the next 12 years
if we have any hope of hitting the 1.5C target. While the
data are clear, a global political consensus over how to
tackle climate change remains elusive. 

Laurence Tubiana is CEO of the European Climate
Foundation and, as France’s top negotiator, one of the main
architects of the 2015 treaty. “Katowice may show us if
there will be any domino effect” following the US with-
drawal, she told AFP. Brazil’s strongman president-elect
Jair Bolsonaro, for one, has promised to follow the
American lead during his campaign. Even the most strident
climate warnings-spiraling temperatures, global sea-level
rises, mass crop failures-are something that many devel-
oped nations will only have to tackle in future. 

But many other countries are already dealing with the
droughts, higher seas and catastrophic storms climate
change is exacerbating right now. “A failure to act now
risks pushing us beyond a point of no return with cata-
strophic consequences for life as we know it,” said Amjad
Abdulla, chief negotiator for the Alliance of Small Island
States, of the UN talks. And Gebru Jember Endalew, chair
of the Least Developed Nations group of negotiators at
the COP24, said “international cooperation is the only way
to address the global threat of climate change.” — AFP 

For Poland’s
mining region,
coal remains 
a way of life
KNUROW: “It’s a family thing. My
father, my grandfather were miners, so
I am,” says Arkadiusz Wojcik at a coal
mine in the southern Polish town of
Knurow. Defying the danger to life
and limb of descending into the mine
on a daily basis, Poland’s coal miners
still pass down the job from father to
son. The occupation may be on its way
out in much of the West, but in
Poland’s Silesian coal country it is
thriving thanks to high wages and
support from a government that refus-
es to decarbonizes the economy.

In Brussels, Berlin and Paris, coal is
the enemy. It produces the carbon
dioxide blamed for the planet’s rising
temperatures. In Poland however, coal
is a way of life, with no signs of
changing. “Here in Silesia, it’s a tradi-
tion,” says Wojcik, 36, after working a
night shift 650 meters underground.
The Knurow mine is operational day
and night, with the schedule divided
into four shifts. But one thing is con-
stant: the risk. “Of course we get
scared. Accidents happen, it’s part of
the job,” Radoslaw Ruminski says,
after exiting a mine lift.

“But we don’t think about it every
day when we go underground,” the

37-year-old tells AFP. So far this year,
21 miners have died on the job in
Poland. Last year, there were 15
deaths, while in 2014 — a particularly
grim year - 30 miners lost their lives.
To offset the danger, there is money.
“Above all, it’s the salary that motivat-
ed me because it is higher than in oth-
er sectors,” says miner Kamil Ganko.
The 33-year-old machine operator
refused to reveal how much he makes,
but coal miners can earn up to 1,600
euros ($1,800) in take-home pay per
month. That is about double the aver-
age Polish wage of 813 euros net. 

‘No other jobs’
Miners are also entitled to various

perks left over from the communist era,
including two extra months of salary
each year: one in December on the
feast day of Saint Barbara, who is the
patron saint of miners, and another in
February. Each miner also gets to take
home eight tons of coal every year - a
considerable bonus in a region where
many households depend on the fossil
fuel for heat. A final benefit is the right
to an early retirement after 25 years of
toiling away underground. 

But for some, even that is too late.
“My husband died just eight months
before he was supposed to retire,”
says Agata Kowalczyk, who runs the
Association of Widows and Orphans
of Miners. “The mine manager and a
psychologist paid me a visit to deliver
the bad news,” she tells AFP. Despite
her husband’s death, their sons have
not turned their backs on the work.
“Two of my four sons continue to
work at the mine. The eldest works

down below. He’s the foreman and
likes the night shift”, when the pay is
higher, she says. “There are no other
jobs here. No other big employers.
What would the thousands of miners
do? For now there’s no alternative in
Silesia,” she adds.

Coal sponsors climate talks  
Knurow is one of four mines

belonging to the state-owned JSW
company, which is the EU’s largest pro-
ducer of high-quality coking coal - a
resource destined for the steel industry.
Listed on the stock exchange, JSW has
around 27,000 employees, making it
one of the biggest employers in Poland.
The company currently has its eye on
two more ore deposits to increase the
production of coal, most of which is
exported to other European markets.
JSW is also one of the main sponsors
of the UN’s COP 24 global climate
summit, which opens this weekend in
the Polish coal city of Katowice. 

Though many mines have been
shuttered over the years and contin-
ue to close, “the sector could use at
least 15,000 more workers,” says
Kazimierz Grajcarek, who was once
responsible for miners at the
Solidarity trade union. “It’s undergo-
ing a revival,” he tells AFP, saying
that the sector is attracting many
workers from Ukraine as well as a
handful from the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Slovakia and even Spain.
“The EU wants Poland to close its
mines. But what then? In Poland we
have no wind or sun,” he says, refuting
the progress, admittedly small but real,
in wind and solar power. — AFP

KATOWICE: Polish Secretary of State in the Ministry of Environment, Government Plenipotentiary for COP24
Presidency Michal Kurtyka (on screen) speaks during the inaugural session at the 24th Conference yesterday in
Katowice, Poland. — AFP 

The Paris climate 
treaty: Snapshot
PARIS: The 2015 Paris Agreement is the first pact
under which all nations commit to taking actions to
curb global warming, caused mainly by emissions
from burning coal, oil and gas. Key facts about the
agreement:

The climate club
A total of 196 governments, including the Palestinian

Authority, have endorsed the landmark deal and 183
have officially ratified it as of December 1. International
agreements can be signed, but only become binding
through ratification. The accord-which becomes opera-
tional in 2020 — entered into force in November 2016
when it crossed the threshold of 55 ratifying parties
representing at least 55 percent of global greenhouse
gas emissions. The world’s top carbon polluters, in
descending order, are China, the United States, the
European Union, and India. The biggest polluter not to
have ratified the deal is Russia, which ranks 5th. Turkey
and Iran have also failed to ratify.

Exit strategy
The agreement allows parties to quit, but notice can

be given only three years after entry into force.
Withdrawal would take effect a year later.  In June
2017, US President Donald Trump announced that the
United States would pull out. Under treaty rules, that
cannot formally take place until November 4, the day
after the next US presidential election.  A country can
also withdraw from the 1992 UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) under
whose authority the deal was negotiated. Withdrawal
takes effect a year after notification, which can be giv-
en at any time.

The goal 
Nations have agreed to hold global warming to

“well below” two degrees Celsius (3.6 degrees
Fahrenheit) over pre-Industrial Revolution levels, and

to strive for a lower limit of 1.5C, if possible. A major
report from the UN’s science advisory body, the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
concluded in October that the 1.5C cap is technically
feasible but would require a rapid and wholesale
transformation of the global economy. Even the two-
degree ceiling is a huge challenge, according to the
IPCC, which calculated that emissions must drop 40-
to-70 percent by 2050 (compared to 2010 levels) to
hit that target. Signatories have undertaken to ensure
that global emissions peak “as soon as possible”. They
rose in 2017, and are on track to go up again this year.
Voluntary national pledges annexed to the treaty
would see the planet warm by at least 3C, a recipe for
catastrophic floods, heatwaves, drought and storm
surges made worse by sea level rise, say scientists.

Tracking progress 
Starting in 2020, countries will take stock every five

years of their collective progress in curbing global
warming, with an eye toward boosting national efforts
to cut emissions. Most current pledges extend to
2030, with a few-including the plan submitted by the
United States under Barack Obama-running to 2025.
But faced with the inadequacy of those pledges and
dire warnings from climate scientists that emissions
must peak and sharply decline as soon as possible,
nations are under pressure to enhance their carbon-
cutting commitments sooner. 

Financing 
Rich countries are required to provide funding to

help developing nations make the costly shift to clean
energy, and to shore up defenses against climate
impacts. The treaty mandates climate aid of $100 bil-
lion (88 billion euros) per year starting in 2020. A
running tally published last week by the UN showed
that climate finance is roughly on track to hit that
total, but disagreements remain over the sources of
funding and how much will be earmarked for adapt-
ing to climate change. Importantly, one of the Paris
Agreement’s long-term goals is to make all finance
flows consistent with low-carbon and climate-ready
economic development, which will be measured in
trillions, not billions. — AFP 


